INDO-GLOBAL EDUCATION SUMMIT & EXPO 2012
Nomination for the Award for Educational Excellence
in the Field of Environment & Natural Resources

Institution : Andhra Pradesh Forest Academy,
Dulapally, Hyderabad-500014
Background
The ‘State Institute of Forestry Training’ (SIFT) which was
established in 1987 was renamed as Andhra Pradesh Forest Academy in
2001. The Academy is located in the serene surroundings of Dulapally
Reserve Forest block over an area of 75 hectares. The location offers an
ideal atmosphere for conducting training and educational activities. It is a
national level centre of excellence in training the personnel of Forest
Department, right from IFS Officers to Asst. Forest Beat Officers, officials
from other departments / corporations, representatives of NGOs and
members of VSS on various aspects of environment, forest and natural
resources management.
An autonomous centre, “Centre for Forest and Natural Resource
Management Studies” (CEFNARM) has been established as part of A.P.
Forest Academy in 2008, with the main objective to assist, collaborate
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and organize training programmes, seminars, Study tours and Workshops
pertaining to Natural Resource Management aspects and other relevant
themes including personality development. CEFNARM has vast experience
of organizing training & capacity building programmes for various kinds of
stakeholder groups, apart from taking up consultancy work for SFDA and
NBA.

1.Educational transformation :The A.P. Forest Academy imparts induction course training and mid
career course training programs to the Forest front line staff like
Assistant Forest Beat Officers (3 weeks), Forest Beat Officers (6 months),
Forest Section Officers (12 months), Forest Range Officers from all over
India (18 months), Indian Forest Service officers of our country (one
week). The professional skills imparted for empowering the Foresters
mainly focus on technical skill upgradation as well as personality
development thus bringing about an integrated transformation in the
Attitude, Knowledge and Skill set of the Foresters and Natural resource
Managers. The Academy imparts natural resource management skills to
officials from allied departments such as Rural Development, Forest
Development Corporation, Society for Rural Poverty Eradication (SERP),
other States officials and Non governmental organizations.
2.Sustainable investment :
The establishment of Centre for Forest and Natural Resource Management
Studies” (CEFNARM) enabled the Academy to take care of its operational
expenses.

The revenue generated out of trainings, study tours,
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consultancy works, providing boarding and lodging facilities to other
stake holders, film and television serial shootings, etc is ploughed back.
In fact the surplus revenue is being reinvested to upgrade the
infrastructure further. The Academy has also been consistently receiving
funds from the state Government through its two world bank assisted
forestry projects, CAMPA, FDA, 13th Finance Commission, etc. This
unstinting financial support has enabled the Academy to achieve the
national standards of excellence in forestry education and training.
3.Innovation
With a view to enhance the effectiveness of training, the APFA has
introduced several practices like seminar sessions (weekly twice by the
trainees), Director’s weekly feedback (every Monday) which enables the
trainees to reflect back on their week’s key learnings and their
application, Mentoring system, Night patrolling, Role play, weekly quiz,
Suggestion Box, Tour Symposium, Field Based Action Events ( Village
Visits, Lake clean up, campus clean up, tree planting), Personality
Development, Weapon Training, Jeep Driving, Karate, Swimming,
Computer training, GPS training, Action planning for post training
operations, Batch reunion after 6 months to reflect on progress made,
Seminar Project on critical field level issues (recommendations shared
with concerned to bring in desired changes in the field), milk sachet
nursery,

CAFÉ

(Children

and

Forest

Education

Program),

Giving

Certificates of Appreciation for good work to trainees and staff twice a
year, Postcard system of feedback and One week Attachment to FRO
Trainees to a Range in their respective States during Term Break
(introduced for the first time in the country).
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4 Inclusion and Diversity
APFA caters to the needs of not only Foresters, but also
community leaders, VSS members, rural artisans, Non governmental
agencies, self help groups, Sericulture staff, Rural Development,
Judiciary etc.

Children are primarily targeted through CAFÉ program

involving visits to Schools (mostly Government schools), conducting
nature camps on our campus and outreach programs across the city parks.
VPNR (vacation program in natural resource management) is another
initiative through which the Academy has inspired the children to love
nature more and adopt several green actions.

5 Quality of learning
The various innovative practices introduced in the Academy has certainly
enhanced the quality of learning. Now the trainees are focusing on key
learnings and how to apply them in the field. The action planning
exercise provides them a time frame for implementation of their
learnings from the training. The feedback from the trainees through post
cards and anecdotal evidences strongly point towards a positive change in
the field.
6.Scalability:- Considering the huge demand for organizing training
programs and the limited extent to which the Academy campus can cater
to the same, we have embarked on off-campus trainings in a big way. For
this purpose we are making use of the TDC (technology dissemination
centers) in the districts, apart from other locations. This has enabled us
to reach out to a large number of grass root level functionaries as well.
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During 2011-2012, Academy trained 3479 personnel in 95 training
programs through refresher trainings and workshops. This is in addition to
the regular 4 induction courses with over 200 trainees and 21,000 covered
under CAFÉ program.

7. Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring every week through the Weekly feed back system, which has
5 segments viz., topics covered during the past week, subjects liked and
why, subjects not liked and why, key learnings for the week and
application of key learnings in the field post-training. This enables us to
take remedial measures to improve the effectiveness of the training
promptly. It also enables the trainee to spend some quality time
reflecting on the week that was. At the end of the long induction
training, it is the folder of weekly feedbacks that each trainee keeps. The
post card system (cost only 50 paise per trainee per month !) enables the
Academy to keep track of the progress made by the trainee in
implementation of the post-training action plan.
At the end of six months after completion of induction training, a batch
reunion is organized (first time in the country) for enabling them to share
their experiences in the field and the extent to which they succeeded in
implementing their action plan. The post card system is also now adopted
by Government of India in its Central Academies as well.

The seminar project work by trainees lead to process re-engineering in
the field. For example the strategy for protecting red sanders forests
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changed from catching the felled logs to preventing fellings and catching
the smugglers. Focus on getting the smugglers arrested and convicted.
Academy facilitated the booking of the first ever case in the state under
the Biodiversity Act 2002 against a red sanders smuggler. This had a
salutary effect in the drastic reduction in the number of local villagers
resorting to smuggling now. Smugglers in as many as 6 notorious villages
in Proddatur Division have shunned smuggling of red sanders and instead
have gone back to agriculture and other works. In Rajampet, two Forest
Section Officers who passed out of the Academy in September 2011 have
brought in a perceptible change in reforming the smugglers and
sensitizing the children as well. This has resulted in a gross reduction in
illegal felling of red sanders there.

The motto of the Andhra Pradesh Forest Academy adopted in April 2010 is
“We Don’t Train People, We Transform Them” and the Academy is
striving towards the same in the past 2 years with impressive outcomes.
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